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Koralawella-Bank  Many small houses bordering the lake,dump waste(organic)on to the lake.
Koralawella-Middle  Middle of the lake with many cab traps
 
Pahala-Indibedda-Bank  No houses mainly saw dust dumping site,lots of water lilies on the water
 
Kadolana-Bank  Saw dust dumping and lake filling site with saw dust
 
Kadolana-Middle  Crab traps in the middle
 
Willorawaththa-Middle  Few houses near the lake
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Temperature (Digital Thermometer), pH (digital pH meter),Dissolved Oxygen (Winkler’s method),Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)
(Winkler’s method),Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD),Total Solids (TS) (gravimetric methods), Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Total
 
Dissolved Solids (TDS),Total Nitrogen (TN)
図－1 サンプル採取地点














































































































































































































































It is difficult to show effective measures though coexisting of economic growth and environmental
 
preservation is requested in the developing countries. It is assumed that it cooperates toward the target as
 
which the administration,the resident,and NPO,will be cooperating partnership is effective.
This study examines the possibility of the partnership formation with the resident in the surrounding the
 
area. We set a facility for produce a solid fuel as RDF from sow dust of near the Bolgoda lake in the
 
Moratuwa city in Sri Lanka.
The population increases rapidly there are well natural environment,however the processing of waste by
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municipal officials has not caught up though this region is in the metropolitan area. Therefore,burns of
 
wastes in own garden and/or road,and garbage is thrown away to the river and the lake. The timber
 
businesses and the furniture manufacturers that peripheral the lake discharge huge amount of sow dust.
The Bolgoda lake at center of the city pollution extends,the haul decreases,and the influence on a valuable
 
ecosystem is feared.
This paper is a summary of field study that executes natural environment and a social in the lake.
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